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CAB® Webbing Belts, Straps and Hangers
®

CAB Webbing Hangers

Strong and versatile for the heavy-duty support of pipe and cable in 

underground mines and tunnels. Custom offset hooks are securely 

sewn into the ends of strong 38mm wide polypropylene webbing.

Hooks are made from 5mm diameter high strength steel in standard

non-welded or heavy-duty welded styles. Sizes are measured from

end of hooks with webbing fully extended.

Custom sizes available.

CAB® Double D-Ring 

Webbing Hangers
Strong, versatile hangers designed for supporting hose, pipe and cable in a variety 

of underground applications. Double D-rings allow for quick and easy adjustment

of hanger length to keep lines at the desired height. Hanger made from 1-1/2” (38mm) 

wide orange polypropylene webbing. Top hook and D-rings welded and hot-dipped

galvanized for extra strength and durability. Available in lengths of 2’ to 20’ (610mm to 6.1m) 

in 1' (305mm) increments. Common sizes listed below. For heavier loads use 1/4” (6.4mm) 

top hook. Also available with extra heavy-duty 3/8" (10mm) top hook. Size measured

by overall length of webbing and hook before assembly.

StandardHooks:

CAB897 381mmlong,100/box,6.8kg

CAB898 584mmlong,100/box,7.3kg

CAB900 762mmlong, 50/box, 4.1kg

CAB902 914mmlong, 50/box, 4.5kg

CAB6820 1.2mlong, 50/box, 5.5kg

Heavy-DutyWeldedHooks:

CAB893 381mmlong,100/box,6.8kg

CAB894 584mmlong,100/box,7.7kg

CAB895 762mmlong,50/box, 4.1kg

CAB896 914mmlong,50/box, 4.5kg

CAB6819 1.2mlong,50/box, 5.9kg

Standard 3/16” (5mm)Diameter TopHook: 

CAB834 2 ft. (610mm)long, 50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)

CAB835 3 ft. (914mm)long,50/box, 11lbs. (5kg) 

CAB836 4 ft. (1.2m) long, 50/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg) 

CAB837 5 ft. (1.5m) long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg) 

CAB838 6 ft. (1.8m) long,50/box, 14lbs. (6.3kg)

Heavy-Duty 1/4” (6.4mm) Diameter TopHook:

CAB844 2 ft. (610mm)long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg) 

CAB845 3 ft. (914mm)long, 50/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg) 

CAB846 4ft. (1.2m) long, 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg) 

CAB847 5 ft. (1.5m) long, 50/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg) 

CAB848 6 ft. (1.8m) long,50/box, 20 lbs. (9.1kg)

CamBuckle:

CAB6127 1”x2ft. (25mmx610mm) long, 50/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)

CAB6995 1”x 3 ft. (25mmx914mm)long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)

CAB7299 1”x4 ft. (25mmx1.2m) long, 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg) 

CAB3707 2” x4 ft. (51mmx1.2m) long,25/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg)

Standard Buckle:

CAB3715 1-1/2” x4 ft. (38mm x1.2m) long,50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)

Double-D Ring Buckle:

CAB852 1-1/2” x 2 ft. (38mm x610mm) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)

CAB853 1-1/2” x3 ft. (38mm x 914mm)long, 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)

CAB854 1-1/2” x 4 ft. (38mm x1.2m) long,50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg) 

CAB855 1-1/2” x 5 ft. (38mm x1.5m) long, 50/box, 11lbs. (5kg)

Rachet Style:

CAB 3827 1” x 12 ft. (25mm x 3.7m) long, 25/box, 25 lbs. (11.4kg)

CAB 6960 2” x 6 ft. (51mm x 1.8m) long, 10/box, 25 lbs. (11.4kg)

CAB6472 2” x12ft. (51mmx3.7m) long, 10/box, 28 lbs. (12.7kg)

Cam

Cam

Rachet
Rachet

Standard
Buckle

Double
D-Ring

CAB® Webbing Belts and Straps
Heavy-Duty Styles for Bundling Hoses and Cables

Belts made from black or orange polypropylene webbing in three widths: 

1", 1-1/2"or 2" (25mm, 38mm or 51mm). Choice of high quality corrosion 

resistant buckles in Double-D, Standard, Cam and Ratchet styles.

Especially useful in longwall applications. Common sizes listed below. 

Custom sizes available.

CAB 897
CAB 845

CAB 898
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Rope 
Hanger

Quick 
Release 
Rope 
Hanger

Quick 
Release 

Galvanized
Steel 

Hanger

Aircraft 
Cable 

Hanger

(In emgergency, 

if Lifeline is needed 

closer to mine floor, 

five to ten pounds

of pressure will 

release Lifeline

from Steel Hanger.
Installs from 

roof bolt plates

or from top hole.)

Rope and Aircraft Cable Hangers quickly attach to lifeline 

and have a strong hook for attachment to plates, mesh or roof 

structure. Elastic hangers are especially useful in crosscuts; 

they stretch five times their original length to lower lifeline 

during use and return it to original height after use. Quick 

Release Hangers have a release pin that attaches to hanger 

hole or edge of the plate. They can be quickly pulled off plates 

to drop lifeline for emergency escape. Standard sizes listed 

below. Custom and longer sizes available. Additional rope 

hangers on page 8.

Elastic Lifeline Hangers:

CAB 7335 1 ft. (305mm) long, 25/box, 4 lbs. (1.8kg)

CAB 7332 2 ft. (610mm) long, 25/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

CAB 7336 3 ft. (914mm) long, 25/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)

CAB7337 4 ft. (1.2m) long, 25/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)

Aircraft Cable Lifeline Hangers:

CAB7165 1 ft. (305mm) long, 25/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

CAB7166 2 ft. (610mm)long, 25/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)

CAB7167 3ft. (914mm)long, 25/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg)

CAB7168 4ft. (1.2m) long, 25/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg) 

CAB7169 5ft. (1.5m) long, 25/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)

CAB® Vent Tube Hangers
Safer, Easier to Install and More Cost 
Effective than Chain or Tie Wire

CAB® Lifeline Hangers
Designed to Securely Hang Rope or Aircraft 
Cable Lifeline at Desired Height in Any Mine

Elastic 
Hanger

(Stretches 

five times 

its original 

length.)

CAB7170 6ft. (1.8m) long,25/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)

RopeLoopLifeline Hangers:

CAB3708 1ft. (305mm) long, 200/box, 14lbs. (6.4kg)

CAB 989 2ft. (610mm)long, 100/box,9 lbs. (4.1kg) 

CAB 991 3 ft. (914mm)long,100/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg) 

CAB5042 4 ft. (1.2m) long, 50/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg) 

CAB5041 5 ft. (1.5m) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.2kg) 

CAB7313 6 ft. (1.8m) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)

Quick Release RopeLifeline Hangers:

CAB7684 1ft. (305mm) long,100/box, 2 lbs. (0.9kg)

CAB7685 2 ft. (610mm)long, 100/box, 3 lbs. (1.4kg)

CAB7686 3ft. (914mm)long,100/box, 3 lbs. (1.4kg)

CAB7687 4ft. (1.2m) long,100/box, 4 lbs. (1.8kg) 

CAB7688 5 ft. (1.5m) long,100/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg) 

CAB7689 6 ft. (1.8m) long,100/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

Quick Release Galvanized Steel Lifeline Hangers:

CAB8697 3in. (76mm) long,50/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

Wire 
Reinforced 
Webbing 

Vent Tube 
Hanger 

CAB 7286
CAB 6570

Webbing 
Vent Tube 

Hanger 
without 

Wire Insert 

CAB 7866

Webbing 
Vent Tube 

Hanger 

CAB 7890

Rope
Vent Tube 

Hanger

CAB 6686

CAB offers three styles of high quality hangers to safely 

suspend vent tubing. All are easier to use, more cost 

effective and safer than chain or tie wire.

Webbing styles are made from 1-1/2" (38mm) wide 

polypropylene webbing with two heavy-duty 1/4" 

(6.4mm) S-hooks and quick release buckle for easy 

adjustment. Longer styles available with wire inserts 

sewn in the webbing for easy hook up in high roof areas.

Rope styles have spliced S-hook on one end and

floating hook with line tightener on other end. After 

installation of hooks, tightener is easily adjusted on rope 

for proper positioning of vent tubing. Rope is sturdy

5/16" (8mm) diameter polypropylene. Size measured by 

overall length fully extended. Custom sizes available.

Webbing Style Hangers:

CAB7890 6ft. (1.8m) long, 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)

CAB 7286 8 ft. (2.4m) long, 15" (381mm) wire insert, 25/box, 19 lbs. (8.6kg)

CAB 6570 8 ft. (2.4m) long, 21" (533mm) wire insert, 25/box, 19 lbs. (8.6kg)

CAB7866 6 ft. (1.8m) long,no wire insert, 25/box,15 lbs. (6.8kg)

RopeStyle Hangers:

CAB6686 5/16" (8mm) rope, 10 ft. (3m) long, 25/box,12 lbs. (5.5kg)

CAB Aircraft

Cable Hanger

with CAB

Lifeline Marker

CAB Rope

Hanger with CAB

Lifeline Marker
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CAB Lifeline meets all state and federal 

regulations and is accepted by MSHA 

under Part 18, Title 30 Code of Federal 

Regulations. Research by NIOSH and 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines confirms that 

use of Lifeline can significantly improve 

chances for successful escape when 

fire breaks out in an underground mine.

CAB Lifeline is an emergency escape 

line designed to help evacuate an 

underground mine in the event of fire

or explosion. Since 1985, the CAB 

Lifeline has been hand crafted to rigid 

standards of quality and performance.

It is available in rope and heavy-duty 

aircraft cable styles to meet the wide 

variety of requirements found in the 

underground mining industry.

CAB® Color Coded Directional Indicator Cones
CAB directional cones have 6 reflective bands for high visibility. All cones

are securely fastened to Lifeline with aircraft cable hardware. Cannot be 

accidentally dislodged or removed. Reflective bands available on entire 

surface or tapered surface only.

Leading the Way to Safety Since 1985

First in Durability, Visibility, and Safety Features

CAB Extra High Visibility Lifeline is easily seen from any direction in escapeways. Lifeline
markers hang vertically so they can be seen for long distances up and down escapeways.
Markers are flexible so miners' hands can slide easily over them.

CABLifeline features large, heavy-duty solid 
cones for maximum stength,safety and durability.
Pictured here with aircraft cable Lifeline.

®

CAB LIFELINE

CAB® Lifeline Offered in 
Standard and Extra-High 
Visibility Styles

CAB Standard Lifeline has 2” (51mm)
wide reflective tape bands wrapped 
around the Lifeline at 25 foot (7.6m) 
intervals between cones.

CAB Extra High Visibility Lifeline 
meets heightened safety standards 
with reflective markers suspended 
vertically at 25 foot (7.6m) intervals 
between cones, as pictured left.

CAB's brilliant extra high visibility 
markers can be easily seen from 
any direction in the escapeway. 
Because of their firm attachment 
to the Lifeline with aluminum stop 
sleeves, these reflectors stay 
oriented to show proper direction 
of escape at all times.

CAB’s flexible retroreflective vinyl 
markers are the most brilliant on 
the market. They are sturdy and 
won't crack, shatter or fall off the 
Lifeline as hard plastic reflectors do.

Available in 2" x 4" (51mm x 102mm) 
size as pictured above or in double 
length 2" x 8" (51mm x 203mm) size 
as pictured left. Can be reflective
on one or both sides in the same
or different colors.

Made from strong polypropylene webbing 

with velcro on one side. High visibility 2" x 6"

(51mm x 152mm) reflective markers with velcro 

backer (sold separately) are quick and easy to 

attach and change later to another color as

mining progresses and escape routes change.

Now for longwall operations ... 

Interchangable Velcro Markers

CAB Lifeline with Velcro Markers is designed for mines 

that change color of Lifeline after longwall operations.

then firmly attached to the Lifeline with aircraft cable hardware.

This construction prevents directional cones from being dislodged, 

tampered with or removed from the Lifeline. Other lifelines on the 

market use small cones that make it hard to tell proper direction of 

travel or cones that easily unsnap and fall off, even in normal use.

CAB® Lifeline is Number One in the Industry

MSHA Accepted in Aircraft Cable and Rope Styles

CAB® Directional Indicators are molded in large, heavy-duty 

solid cones. The cone size and shape is specifically designed

to quickly identify proper direction of travel and to prevent 

a handgrip from being broken when in actual use.

CAB Lifeline is hand constructed under rigid quality control

by feeding Lifeline through the center of all cones. Cones are

Double 

length 

reflective 

marker
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Hand Crafted to Rigid Quality Standards
CAB Lifeline is available in rope and heavy-duty aircraft cable 

styles. Lifeline sections quickly and securely lock together with 

heavy-duty aircraft cable oval sleeves, thimbles and quick links.

CAB Rope Lifeline is manufactured from 1/4" (6.4mm) diameter, 

yellow, flame retardant polypropylene rope. Available in 300' 

(91.4m) and 1,000' (304.8m) spools.

CAB Heavy-Duty Aircraft Cable Lifeline (patent pending) is 

much more durable, especially in case of mine fires, explosions 

or rock falls. Made from strong 3/16” (5mm) diameter plastic 

coated, galvanized aircraft cable for maximum durability and 

safety. Sold in 300' (91.4m) spools.

CAB Extra High Visibility Lifeline features the most brilliant reflective markers in the industry. Markers are firmly attached to Lifeline and 

can't break or fall off like other reflectors. Available in rope and heavy-duty aircraft cable styles. Lifeline Hangers are shown on page 13.

Highest Quality Construction and Advanced Safety Features

Identical to standard cones except featuring a pre-engineered 

hole and slit on one side for easy and secure attachment to 

previously installed Lifeline. Use two cones on main Lifeline

to mark all branch lines. Use four cones, forming two diamond 

shapes on branch lines, to indicate SCSR storage caches.

Sold in kits of 10 cones and 20 stop sleeves.

location

CAB® Split Cones

CAB® Lifeline Balls

High Quality Construction 

and Spooling for Quick 

and Easy Installation

CAB Lifeline requires no assembly and 

is ready to install. All parts are integral 

and securely attached with aircraft 

cable hardware. Lower in overall cost 

compared to other brands that require 

stocking of parts and extra labor for 

assembly.

No Assembly Required!

CAB® Spiral Coil Rumble Strips

Used on branch lines that lead to refuge alternative.

Strips measure 2" x 8" (51mm x 203mm) and are easily 

threaded into strands of existing Rope Lifeline or can be 

attached with cable ties to Aircraft Cable or Rope Lifeline.

CAB® Tie-On Markers
CAB Tie-On Markers can 

be easily added to existing 

Lifeline. Made from 2" x 4" 

(51mm x 102mm) brilliant 

retroreflective vinyl.

Stitched on all sides. 

Strong nylon cord is sewn 

into top hem for securely 

tying markers to Lifeline.

CAB Balls are used for marking location of mine personnel

doors. Solid and durable, yet lightweight. Firm, secure

attachment features a pre-engineered hole and slit on one side

for quick, easy installation. Sold in kits of 10 balls and 20 stop

sleeves.
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6” (152mm)

12” (305mm)

18” (457mm)

24” (610mm)

30” (762mm)

36” (914mm)

48” (1.2m)

60” (1.5m)

72” (1.8m)

84" (2.4m)

Tube and Streamer Standard Lengths:

Custom sizes available.

360° Visibility in 11 Brilliant Reflective Colors

CAB Tubes greatly improve visibility and 

safety when marking low roof, hazard areas, 

unsupported roof, etc. Tubes can also be

slid over rods for marking haulage roads

and unload areas. Eleven different colors 

may be used alone or in combinations on 

individual tubes.

Striped tubes have reflective bands alternating

with sections of black non-reflective tubing.

Solid tubes have reflective bands adjoining

each other for a solid reflective surface.

Made from lightweight, durable 1-1/4" (32mm) 

diameter thin wall black tubing covered with 

microprism retroreflective vinyl.

CAB® High Visibility Reflective Tubes

CAB® High Visibility Reflective Streamers

CABSolid

Reflective

Tube

CABStriped

Reflective

Tube

Heavy weight, double-sided reflectors useful in wide variety

of underground applications. Manufactured from microprism 

retroreflective vinyl with brass grommet. Extremely brilliant 

with true color reflection. Available in 11 colors for a complete

mine color code identification system. Both sides can have same 

color or 2 different colors. One side may also be non-reflective. 

Flexible and impact resistant with a smooth surface that can be 

wiped clean. Available with S-hook or special roof plate clip for

quick installation, as shown on opposite page. Streamers are 1-3/8” 

(35mm) wide in standard lengths listed above. Custom wording 

available such as “MANDOOR”, “CAUTION”, “SHUT-OFF VALVE”.

Packaged 50/box. Some minimums apply on custom orders.

CABStreamers are tough 

anddurable. Theywon't 

bendlike metalor shatter 

like rigid plastic reflectors.

Use CAB Test Streamers
with Grip Clips to quickly
identifyroof test holes.

CABTubes andStreamersprovide a complete mine color code identification system.

Lengths6 Inches to 8Feet

(152mmto2.4m)

Smooth reflective surface won’t impregnate

with dust and dirt like other reflective materials. 

Can be wiped clean to restore brilliance. Tubes 

may be hung vertically with 1 grommet or 

horizontally with no grommets or 2 grommets. 

Optional S-hooks available for faster 

installation. Packaged 50/box.

Reflects true colors for more 

accurate identification.

Durable and impact resistant 

for long life underground.
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CAB® High Visibility Clip-On Markers
Installs Quickly and Easily on Plates or Sidewall

CAB Clips can also be used

on CAB Tubes and Streamers.

CAB® Color Chart for Tubes, Streamers and Markers
" Provides complete mine color code identification system.

" Improves safety by identifying hazards, escapeways, doors, etc.

" Tubes,streamers,markersmade in singleor multiple colors.

" True colorsare reflected for improved identification andsafety.

"Microprism retroreflective vinyl is durable and impact resistant. 

"Won't impregnate with dust and dirt like other reflective material.

" Exceptionally brilliant for improved safety.

" Reflects at wider anglesandgreater distances for better visibility.

Yellow

CAB Clip-On Markers 

are an industry favorite for 

identification of primary and 

secondary escapeways.

CAB® Sidewall Markers
Manufactured from brilliant reflexite 

material for extra visibility. Full size 

galvanized metal bracket insert

with 90° bend and hole for side

wall mounting. Markers are

2" x 7" (51mm x 178mm) and 

reflective on one or both sides. 

Heavy black webbing on all 

non-reflective sides. Available 

with custom wording.

All CABreflectors have 
heat-sealed sections to 

prevent spread of moisture
andloss of reflectivity!

CAB® Clip-On Markers

Exceptionally brilliant reflectors that quickly

and easily attach to roof bolt plates with CAB’s 

exclusive “tight grip” clip-on system. CAB’s 

installation clips are made from heavy-duty 

galvanized spring steel that firmly grips plate

to securely hold reflector in proper position at 

all times. Quick and easy clip-on system saves 

time compared to installing reflectors with tie 

wire or cable ties.

Markers are made from high visibility 

retroreflective vinyl, exceptionally brilliant and 

impact resistant. Ideal marker for identification 

of primary and secondary escapeways. Custom 

wording available: “DOOR”, “PUMP”, etc.

Markers 2” x 7” or 2" x 9" (51mm x 178mm or 

51mm x 229mm). Available in 11 colors. Same 

or different colors on each side. Minimums may 

apply on custom orders.

CABClip-OnMarker Standard Colors:

CAB468 red/green, 2" x 7" (51mmx 178mm),50/box, 31 lb.

(1.4kg)

CAB7201 red/green, 2" x9" (51mmx229mm), 50/box, 31 lb.

(1.4kg)

CAB469 red/yellow, 2" x7" (51mmx178mm),50/box, 31 lb.

(1.4kg)

CAB7202 red/yellow, 2" x9" (51mmx229mm), 50/box, 31 lb.

(1.4kg)

CAB470 red/red, 2" x7" (51mmx178mm),50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)

CAB7209 red/red, 2" x9" (51mmx229mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg) 

CAB474 white/white, 2" x7" (51mmx178mm),50/box, 31lb. (1.4kg)

(Many other colors available. )

White Fluorescent 

Pink

Fluorescent 

Orange

Orange

Red Green Blue

Fluorescent

Green

Fluorescent 

Red Orange

Fluorescent 

Lime Yellow
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CAB805 10lb. (4.5kg)extinguisher, 8"(203mm)dia.,21-1/2”(546mm)height,18"(457mm)opening,25/box,17lb. (7.7kg) 

CAB806 10lb. (4.5kg)longextinguisher, 8”(203mm)dia.,25”(635mm)height,23”(584mm)opening,25/box,18lb.

(8.2kg) CAB807 20lb. (9.1kg)extinguisher, 9” (229mm)dia.,25”(635mm)height,22-1/2” (572mm)opening,25/box,21lb.

(9.5kg) CAB808 20lb. (9.1kg) longextinguisher, 9” (229mm)dia.,32”(813mm)height,29”(737mm)opening,25/box,23

lb. (10.5kg)

Clean, dry, high visibility storage for fire 

extinguishers used in mines. Bags help 

ensure extinguishers will be ready to 

operate in emergencies. Also helps keep 

inspection tags from being vandalized, 

lost or damaged. Made from strong 

laminated nylon with clear top dome for 

checking gauges and tags. High visibility

reflective band around entire bag provides 

faster identification of extinguisher.

Bag can be hung anywhere with heavy

duty webbing top loop. For added strength,

webbing encircles entire bag. Sturdy webbing 

side handles make fire extinguisher easier

to carry. Quick access is provided when 

handles are pulled apart to open velcro seal 

which runs along the entire right side of bag. 

High quality construction and materials.

Slip-over and custom bags available for 

extinguishers up to 150 pounds (68.2kg).

CAB® High Visibility Rock Dust Bags
Provides strong, dry, high visibility storage for rock dust used for fire protection in mines. Made from 

nylon reinforced vinyl, which is tear resistant, durable and waterproof. Bright red-orange material 

resists mold, mildew, rotting and most chemicals. High visibility red-orange reflective bands for 

added safety. High quality features include folded and sewn seams to resist moisture and velcro

tabs on front flap for fast access to rock dust. Large capacity bags have 2 heavy-duty webbing 

handles for 1 or 2 man carry of rock dust.

CAB794 17" x23" (432mmx 584mm) bag, non-reflective,25/box, 16 lb. (7.3kg)

CAB795 17" x23" (432mm x584mm) bag w/1 reflectiveband, 25/box, 17 lb. (7.7kg)

CAB796 17" x 23" (432mm x584mm) bag w/2 reflectivebands, 25/box,17 lb. (7.7kg)

CAB797 21"x26" (533mmx660mm)large bagw/1reflectiveband,2handles, 25/box, 26 lb. (11.8kg)

CAB® High Visibility Fire Extinguisher Bags

CAB® High Visibility Custom Bags, 

Pouches and Holders
CAB offers a wide variety of durable, custom-made bags, pouches and holders in any size 

for many applications. High visibility features make them ideal for safe, secure storage of 

batteries, detectors, meters, gauges, tools, communication devices and other equipment.

Made from a variety of heavy-duty materials such as 1000 denier cordura nylon,

brattice cloth and nylon reinforced vinyl. Colors may include high visibility orange, black, 

gray and lime yellow. For added safety and protection, high visibility retroreflective vinyl 

can be sewn on any bag.

TOOL 
BAG

For added utility, CAB offers many custom features. These may include webbing 

for handles, shoulder straps, belt loops, back straps, and bag reinforcement.

Other features are clear windows for reading gauges, foam padding 

for protecting contents, snaps for quick attachment, buckles for 

adjustment and custom lettering for fast and clear identification.

Variety of closures are available including 

velcro, side-release buckles,

zippers and snaps..
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CABRescueTagLinesare carefully coiled on

asturdy plasticcarrier with handleto deploy 

quickly without tangling. Bagsare clearly 

markedwith high visibility reflective

bandsand crew size of unit.

CAB® Rescue Tag Line

CABDoubleBagRescue

TagLinescanbeused 

individuallyor linked 

together for multiple crews.

Helps a Mine Crew Stay Together and 

Evacuate Safely During an Emergency Escape

CAB Rescue Tag Lines are manufactured from heavy-duty 7/16" 

(11mm)diameter, bright yellow, hollow-braid polypropylene rope. Each 

miner is attached to the end of a 3' (914mm)tether that is securely spliced 

to the main line at 5' (1.5m) intervals. Large capacity, corrosion resistant 

#2 bronze swivel snaps are used to hook each miner to tether. Swivel 

snaps are spliced to end of tethers and both ends of main line.

Manufactured with extra heavy-duty splices and no hardware other 

than swivel snaps to reduce possibility of tangling in an emergency.

Can be used individually to evacuate a single crew or linked together to

evacuate multiple crews. Tag Lines available in custom styles and small

sizes for storageboxeson personnelcarriers.

CAB® Belt Pouch Rescue Tag Line connects 

one miner to another for emergencyescape.

Pouch is worn on belt. Tether is 1" (25mm)wide by 

5' (1.5m) long, sewn securely to inside of pouch 

with bronze swivel snapon other end.

CAB7542 1-2manCABBelt PouchTagLine, 10/box

CAB7543 1-2 manCABBelt Pouch TagLine, tether removable with2snaps,10/box

CAB7404 1-2 man Tag Line, 1 main line, 1/bag

CAB7405 1-2 manTagLine, 1 main line, 2/bag

CAB7348 2-4 manTagLine,2 tethers,1/bag
CAB7349 2-4manTagLine, 2 tethers,2/bag

CAB7351 4-6manTagLine, 4 tethers,1/bag

CAB7352 4-6manTagLine, 4 tethers,2/bag

CAB7105 6-8manTagLine, 6 tethers,1/bag

CAB7353 6-8manTagLine, 6 tethers,2/bag

CAB7191 8-10manTagLine, 8 tethers,1/bag

CAB7192 8-10manTagLine, 8 tethers,2/bag

CAB 7430 10-12 man Tag Line, 10 tethers,

1/bag

CAB 7431 10-12 man Tag Line, 10 tethers,

2/bag

CAB 7104 13-15 man Tag Line, 13 tethers,

1/bag

CAB® Self Rescuer Bags
Extra protection for self rescuers during transport and storage. 

Constructed with 2 layers of heavy-duty 1000 denier cordura nylon 

and 1/2" (13mm) thick foam core for extra padding and protection. 

The brilliant reflexite tape and fluorescent orange cordura greatly 

improves visibility. Windows allow for reading of gauges. Entire lid 

sealed with velcro. Sturdy 1-1/2" (38mm) wide webbing straps with 

buckles for adjustment in both shoulder strap and back pack models. 

Variety of styles available. Can be custom made for any size rescuer.

CAB® Self Rescuer 

Belt Holders

Designed to firmly and safely hold self 

rescuers on a miner's belt. Made from 

heavy-duty polypropylene webbing and 

brilliant reflexite material for improved 

visibility and safety. Can be custom made 

to fit any size self rescuer.
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Provides excellent 360° visibility for 

above or below ground. Lightweight, 

comfortable and easy to work in.

Made from 2-1/2" (64mm) wide heavy-

duty fluorescent orange laminated

nylon. Brilliant fluorescent lime-yellow 

reflective bands are 1-3/8" (35mm) wide

on shoulders and 2" (51mm) wide around 

waist. Velcro closures on shoulders,

chest and waist for easy fit.

CAB® High Contrast 
Safety Belt Harness

CAB6994 regular

CAB6989 large/x-large

CAB6990 2x-large/3x-large

CAB6991 4x-large

Greatly improves visibility of miners, 

contractors or visitors. Made from sturdy 

webbing with 1-3/8" (35mm) wide brilliant 

reflective bands over the entire surface. 

Available in 11 different colors. Velcro 

closures on shoulders, chest and waist 

make belts fully adjustable for added

safety. Also available with velcro at top of 

shoulders for a 6 point release. Lightweight, 

comfortable and easy to work in. Standard 

color fluorescent green. Minimums apply

for other colors.

CAB1591 medium, fl. green,38"-44” (965mmx1.1m) circumference

CAB1598 large, fl. green, 42"-48” (1.1m x1.2m) circumference 

CAB1606 x-large, fl. green, 48"-54” (1.2m x1.4m) circumference 

CAB1613 2x-large, fl. green, 54"-60” (1.4m x1.5m) circumference

CAB® Heavy-Duty 
Safety Belt Harness

Manufactured from 2" (51mm) 

wide fluorescent lime yellow 

elastic with four sturdy buckles. 

A 3/4" (19mm) wide silver glass 

bead reflective strip runs entire 

length of the suspenders. Two 

durable slide buckles allow for 

easy adjustment to any size.

CAB® High Visibility 
Suspenders

CAB2986 25/box,10 lbs. (4.5kg)

CAB® Longwall Gaitors
High quality covers designed to protect longwall 

cylinders from constant exposure to dust,

dirt and 

water. 

Made from 

heavy-duty

material with

a strong velcro,

zipper or snap closure

along one side. CAB

Gaitors are more cost 

effective than factory gaitors 

and are custom made in a

wide variety of styles. Also 

available with reflective 

bands for improved

safety.

Provides brilliant reflective surface for identification and 

marking of pipe and cable. Covers are flexible, impact 

resistant and have a strong velcro closure for quick and easy 

installation. The 25' (7.6m) covers can be installed on cable 

reels to alert machine operators that end of cable has been 

reached in shuttle cars, miners and roof bolters. All covers 

ordered by circumference of pipe or cable. Available in a

variety of sizes up to 25' (7.6m) long. Some minimums apply.

CAB515 Fitscable3-3/4” to 4-1/2” (95-114mm) circumference, lime yellow,25’ (7.6m) long. 

CAB513 Fitscable 5-1/8” to6” (130-152mm) circumference, lime yellow, 25’ (7.6m) long. 

CAB516 Fitscable3-3/4” to 4-1/2” (95-114mm) circumference, red orange, 25’ (7.6m) long. 

CAB514 Fitscable5-1/8” to6” (130-152mm) circumference, red orange, 25’ (7.6m) long.

CAB® Reflective Pipe 
and Cable Covers

CAB's high quality harnesses 

andsuspenders greatly improve

visibility tokeep yousafer!

Andthey're lightweight!
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CAB® Yellow Green Mesh 
Safety Vests

High quality vests that meet and exceed ANSI/ 

ISEA specifications for Class II high visibility 

safety apparel. Made from 3.4 oz. soft fluor-

escent polyester mesh for excellent flexibility

and ventilation. Vest has 2" (51mm) wide silver 

reflective tape with 1/2" (13mm) wide red/orange 

edging. Open front velcro closure and reflective 

velcro side closure for adjustment and 360°

visibility. Available with 2 full panel width pockets 

7" (178mm) deep with velcro closures.

CAB® Reflective Stickers

Designed to provide extra visibility to 

hard hats. Adhesive stickers made 

from brilliant reflexite material.

1" x 4" (25mm x 102mm) in fluorescent 

lime yellow and fluorescent orange.

16 peel-off stickers per sheet.

CAB® High Visibility Safety Apparel

Without Pockets:

CAB7395 regular

CAB7396 large

CAB7397 x-large

CAB7398 2x-large

CAB® Orange Mesh Safety Vests

High quality, heavy-duty vests greatly improve employee 

visibility and safety. Made from blaze orange, soft polyester 

mesh for good flexibility and ventilation. Front and back

have three bands of fluorescent lime-yellow retroreflective 

tape. Open front velcro closure and velcro side adjustments. 

Extra Reflective Vest has 3" (76mm) wide reflective bands 

and side closures. Pockets and custom wording available.

StandardStyle: 

CAB1544 regular

CAB1557 large

CAB1779 x-large

CAB1538 2x-large

Extra ReflectiveStyle:

CAB1553 regular

CAB1566 large

Heavy-duty multi-purpose vest made from 1000 denier orange 

or black cordura nylon with liner. Front velcro closure for easy 

fit. Ten convenient pockets - two are large and spacious with 

heavy-duty brass zippers; two are expandable with strong 

velcro closures; two top pockets are open for fast retrieval of 

small items. The two inside pockets are oversized for maps 

and paperwork. Vest is fully reflectorized front and back for 

high visibility. Option available for large capacity, expandable 

pouch on back for hauling larger items, as pictured above.

This vest is great for organizing and carrying gear to get 

the job done.

Orange Style: 

CAB 8716 large

CAB8714 x-large

CAB8715 2x-large

Black Style: 

CAB8717 large

CAB8655 x-large

CAB8659 2x-large

CAB® Mechanic's Utility 

Vest with 10-Pockets

CAB6350 fl. lime-yellow,25 sheets/box, 4 lb. (1.8kg)

CAB6976 fl. orange, 25 sheets/box, 4 lb. (1.8kg)

CABsafety vestsare tops 

in visibilityanddurability!

Askabout customlogos
andwording.

CAB4012 12" (305mm) long,50/box

CAB401315" (381mm)long, 50/box

CAB® Reflective 
Arm and Leg Bands

Manufactured from 2" (51mm) wide 

fluorescent lime-yellow elastic with 

velcro on each end for attachment. 

A 3/4" (19mm) wide silver glass 

bead reflective strip runs entire 

length of band. Available in two 

lengths.

CAB1782 x-large

CAB5812 2x-large

With Pockets: 

CAB7399 regular

CAB7400 large

CAB7401 x-large

CAB7402 2x-large

Back ofvest with optional pouch.
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Partnering with a mine in 1985, CAB was the first company

to produce a Lifeline for emergency escape from underground 

mines. CAB has steadily improved the safety features on the 

Lifeline, and today the CAB Lifeline is the industry favorite

in coal and hard rock mines around the world.
Other innovative products include CAB Lifeline, 

rescue tag lines, self-rescuer bags, rock dust bags, 

cable covers, and cable pullers. In addition, CAB 

manufactures a line of high visibility reflective safety 

vests, safety belt harnesses, suspenders,

and other reflective safety gear.

Highest Quality to Improve 

Mine Safety and Productivity

Throughout the mining industry, CAB Products are 

widely recognized for their high quality and excellent 

design. CAB Hangers greatly improve safety and help 

cut operating costs by supporting and organizing pipe, 

tubing and all types of cables.

CAB Hangers meet all requirements for

supporting cables as set forth in the code

of federal mine regulations 30 CFR Part 75.

CAB also manufactures a wide range of high visibility 

reflective products that greatly improve safety in 

mines and tunnels. CAB offers a line of high visibility 

reflective tubes, streamers and markers in eleven 

brilliant retroreflective colors to provide a complete 

mine color code identification system.

For added safety and protection, the carrier section

of every hanger is insulated with a heavy coating of 

high dielectric grade, UV stabilized, flame retardant 

plastisol. The bright orange color provides an extra 

measure of safety and has been a trademark of CAB 

quality over the years.

CAB has a long tradition of working with the 

mining industry to improve safety underground.

The Cambria County Association for the Blind and 

Handicapped is dedicated to providing job opportunities 

and services to persons with disabilities. All CAB Products 

are manufactured by CAB employees with great pride and 

integrity.

CAB deeply appreciates the help and support of our 

customers. Through your orders, many disabled persons 

have been given the opportunity to be productive and 

independent. Thank you very much for using CAB Products!
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Cable Management PTY Ltd is an independently owned company that 

provides a range of speciality cable management products & solutions 

to the Mining, Heavy Industrial and Renewables markets across 

Africa. With extensive experience in the cable management and 

mechanical supports sectors, we provide a high level of technical 

support and advice on the latest innovations in system design, safety 

and value add applications. We offer extremely innovative solutions 

for even the most arduous & complex cable support application that 

would fall outside the scope of standard cable management products. 

We distribute across the African continent and are able to service the 

most complex project site and remote locations. We also offer 

localised training on our products for all relevant applications.

Cable Management Pty Ltd
Tel: +27 100 130372
sales@cablemanagement.co.za

Offices in Johannesburg & Cape Town

Distribution in Botswana, DRC, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe. 
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